G. Bennett showed, by elementary proof, that if p < q then (1.1) holds, and the constant p/s is best possible; and if p > q then (1.2) is valid. The reversed inequalities have remained open problems. As a first step into the converse direction, what seems to be very intricate without additional assumptions, we prove the inverse inequalities under slight restrictions on the monotonicity of the parameters appearing in the problem.
INTRODUCTION
In [1] G. Bennett described a new way of looking at inequalities and proved several interesting theorems. The new way means "the factorization of inequalities". For precise definition and explanation of the great advantage of the factorization we refer to 1 ]. Now we only observe that Bennett's results provide the best possible version of several classical and latest inequalities, for they replace inequalities by equalities appearing in the factorization.
As one of the advantages of the factorization of inequalities we mention that using the new factorizing results being in the work mentioned above, G. Bennett Comparing the conditions of (ii) and (iii), it is easy to see, roughly speaking, that one of the conditions of (ii) restricts the growth of the terms tn, while the condition on {t2mOgm in (iii) limits the decline of the terms tn.
We Here $3 can be estimated as $1 above, consequently we know that
Finally, again utilizing (3.1) and (1.5), we estimate $4 as follows: Thus our theorem is completed.
